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Women or Leaders? Practices of Narrating the United Nations as a Gendered
Institution
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The United Nations has been an important forum for promoting women’s rights, but
women are still underrepresented at the most senior levels of its leadership. This
points to persistent obstacles in reaching gender parity at the UN, despite the
organization’s overt commitment to this objective. Situated in feminist
institutionalist insights, I argue that the institutionalization of gender inequality
through practices in the UN as a gendered institution can account for continued
barriers to women leadership. This makes contributions to feminist institutionalist
literature in International Relations by taking it to the individual, micro level.
Practices sustain, inform, and manifest themselves in four interconnected, gendered
processes that reinforce gendered divisions of subordination: positional divides,
symbols and imagery, everyday interactions, and individual identity (based on Acker
1990, 146-7; Scott 1986). These processes and their practices become accessible
through the narrative analysis of semi-structured interviews conducted with senior
women leaders at the UN. By recognizing their narratives as valid forms of insight
into the study of the UN, this approach recognizes women leaders’ agency as
opposed to portraying them as numbers only.

Keywords: feminist institutionalism; United Nations (UN); practices; women; gender;
narratives; leadership

On December 13, 2016, an exhibition entitled “Her Story: A Celebration of Leading
Women in the United Nations” opened at the UN headquarters in New York.
Designed to showcase the contributions of women leaders throughout the world
organization’s history, it included for example Margaret Anstee, the first woman to
be appointed Special Representative of the Secretary-General in a peacekeeping
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operation (in 1992). While this points to the important roles women have played
throughout the UN’s history, their contributions have seldom received scholarly
attention. This may be because numbers of women leaders at the UN Secretariat
and across the organization’s other principal organs were long eclipsed by numbers
of male leaders. But the pervasive lack of attention to women leaders in major
international organizations such as the UN also echoes the feminist characterization
of international politics as ‘a man’s world’: “women have rarely been portrayed as
actors on the stage of international politics” (Tickner 1992, xi). This contrasts sharply
with a prominent image of the UN as an important political forum women’s
organizations have used to advance global standards of gender equality (McCarthy
and Southern 2017, 27; Jain 2005, 2017; Skard 2008). Likewise, both former UN
Secretary-General Ban (2006-2016) and current Secretary-General Guterres (2017-)
sought to achieve gender parity in the organization’s senior leadership during their
tenures (Landgren 2015; Global Peace Operations Review 2017). But women
continue to be underrepresented at the UN’s highest echelons: they only make up
26.8% of all Assistant Secretaries-General and Under Secretaries-Generals (UN
General Assembly 2017c).
These observations provide the backdrop to the puzzle inspiring this article: how is it
possible that even mere gender parity continues to evade the UN’s senior
management despite the organization’s proclaimed commitment to act? We may
cynically consider these proclamations as rhetorical lip service rather than an actual
desire for deeper institutional change. Further, senior UN appointments are often
caught up in wider political dynamics among the UN membership. However, from a
feminist institutionalist perspective, these observations point to profound
hierarchical structures in the UN as a gendered institution. While gender is
understood as “a set of culturally shaped and defined characteristics associated with
masculinity and femininity” (Tickner 1992, 7), the process of gendering concerns
“the distribution of power and regard based on perceived association with sex-based
characteristics” (Sjoberg 2011, 110). An organization is gendered in “that
constructions of masculinity and femininity are intertwined in (its) daily life or logic”
(Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell 2010a, 580). Such hierarchical structures sustain
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gender inequality and can account for barriers to senior women leadership in the
UN.
Feminist institutionalism has developed into an influential theoretical agenda to
analyze the workings of gender in formal and informal political institutions, in
particular at the domestic level (e.g. Acker 1992; Chappell and Waylen 2013; Kenny
2007; Hawkesworth 2003). This agenda offers innovative accounts of the power
structures that actors within institutions find themselves nested in, of institutional
change or continuity, and of dynamic relationships between agency and structure
(Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell 2010a; Paxton and Hughes 2017, 29–30). Scholars
have thus used feminist institutionalist insights to offer novel readings of
organizations such as the European Union (Haastrup and Kenny 2016; Haastrup
2018; Deiana and McDonagh 2018; Ansorg and Haastrup 2018; Huelss 2017;
Muehlenhoff 2017) and the UN, especially in relation to the women, peace and
security agenda (Thomson 2018; Heathcote 2018; Shepherd 2008, 2011; Kaufman
2013; Ní Aoláin, Haynes, and Cahn 2011; Charlesworth 1994; Gibbings 2011; Den
Boer and Bode 2018).
But this theoretical program has so far not been applied comprehensively to
understand the persistent under-representation of women in positions of senior
leadership at the UN. In doing this, the article analyzes how endogenous factors,
such as gendered power relations, are embedded in the institutional functioning of
the UN Secretariat (Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell 2010a, 582; Kenny 2007) and can
help us in understanding the continued lack of gendered parity.
In considering these endogenous factors, the article focuses on how gendered power
relations emerge, are sustained and resisted in practices, referring to the everyday
activities of ‘real women’ who work in the UN Secretariat (Haastrup 2018, 583;
Schmidt 2010). I explore these practices through examining five interviews with
women in positions of senior leadership at the UN as narratives. The narrative form
can explicate existing practices and the power relations they sustain, while also
drawing attention to women’s agency, thereby “putting the spotlight on women as
competent actors” (Reinharz 1992, 248).
This small-scale, qualitative approach adds an individual, micro level of analysis to
often quantitative studies examining continued barriers to women reaching
3

leadership positions (e.g. Cook and Glass 2014; Gould, Kulik, and Sardeshmukh 2018;
Ryan et al. 2016; Fritz and van Knippenberg 2018; Haack 2017) or how gendered
power relations work to constrain women executives once in office (Burns and
Kattleman 2017; Koch and Fulton 2011; Paxton and Hughes 2017). The latter group
of studies highlights phenomena such as the double bind: women simultaneously
have to perform leadership qualities primarily associated with particular notions of
masculinity and act in accordance with gendered notions of ‘appropriate’ feminine
behavior (Burns and Kattleman 2017, 23). This puts women leaders into practically
impossible positions. The article’s individual-level approach to examining practices
within the UN as a gendered institution also complements descriptive statistical
studies mapping the slow numerical rise of women in UN leadership positions (Haack
2014a, 2014b; Pietila 1996).
Feminist International Relations (IR) scholars have long been interested in
highlighting how institutions can be built on and reproduce assumptions about
gender through practices (e.g. True 2010, 197; Steans 2013, 3) that may, for
example, constitute competence as associated with masculine qualities. Defined as
patterned actions in social context (Leander 2008, 18), focusing on practices allows
researchers to study how constructions are made, reified or change at the micro
level. This puts the processes sustaining and constituting international relations into
the center of analytical attention (Bode 2018a).
The article proceeds by offering an analytical framework for examining practices of
gender inequality in the UN Secretariat as a formal institution. First, I build on the
analytical work of feminist institutionalist scholars Acker and Scott in mapping four
interconnected processes through which practices of gender sustain, inform and
manifest themselves at the UN and thereby reinforce gendered divisions of
subordination: positional divisions, symbols and imagery, everyday interactions, and
individual identity (based on Acker 1990, 146–47; Scott 1986).
Second, I argue that we can access practices constitutive of gender within these
processes through considering the experiences of (senior) women leaders, gained via
interviews, as narratives. This approach speaks to what Zalewski calls “looking for
‘the barely visible’, yet solidly felt” (2006, 53). Narratives are themselves a practice:
they are forms of human sense making through which actors, in this case women
4

leaders, express their understanding of social situations and settings (Wibben 2011,
100; Suganami 1999a, 381). Studying gendered practices as they emerge in women’s
narratives invites nuanced understandings (Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah 2016).
Instead of searching for generalizable answers, this interpretive framework
approaches the effects gendered practices appear to have on particular women
exercising leadership functions in the UN. This interpretive model is designed to
create space for novel inductive insights. While I write in response to questions of
continued gender imbalance among the senior leadership at the UN Secretariat, the
model’s analytical origin in wider feminist institutionalism supports its potential
application to understanding similar processes across the UN system and beyond it.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: first, I develop how practices at
the UN as a gendered institution can help us to understand the problem of
consistent gender imbalance at high levels of leadership in more detail. Second, I
provide methodological comments on the five semi-structured interview narratives
with senior women leaders in the UN Secretariat. This group represents half of the
ten New York-based senior women leaders in office in March-April 2014 (the time of
the interviews), all of whom I approached via email.1 Third, in an empirical section, I
analyze their narrative insights. Finally, I conclude with remarks about the potential
and challenges of small-scale qualitative work for studying gender imbalance at the
UN, as well as with avenues for further research.

Gender inequality at the UN: Feminist institutionalism and practices
Senior women leaders at the UN Secretariat continue to spend their days in
environments dominated by men (Acker 1990, 139). This entails perceiving senior
male leaders as ‘normal’ and connecting key traits of leadership with masculine
characteristics, thereby making female leadership “virtually inconceivable” (Goetz
2016b). Feminist scholars have studied this association of masculinity and politics
and, in particular, how positive value has been assigned to masculine qualities: “(…)

1

I understand senior women leaders’ as women in the most senior bureaucratic UN positions:
Assistant-Secretaries-General and Under-Secretaries-General. I have chosen these levels as women
are most underrepresented at these most senior positions of leadership. The title of this article aims
to capture the underrepresentation of women at these levels as well as how the categories of
‘women’ and ‘leader’ continue to be captured as mutually exclusive (see also Sinclair 2005, 93–94).
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power, autonomy, rationality, activity and public are stereotypically associated with
masculinity; their opposites – weakness, dependence/connection, emotionality,
passivity, and private – are associated with femininity” (Tickner 2006, 15). Cohn
illustrates this expertly in her much-cited analysis of masculinized rationality and
objectivity among defense intellectuals (1987). Research has thus investigated how
gender bias and stereotypes contain deep-seated status beliefs that attribute
greater competence and leadership qualities with men rather than women
(Ridgeway 2001). This system culminates in hegemonic masculinity (Connell 1995), a
socially constructed ideal type of masculinity that does not correspond to lived
reality but subordinates diverse femininities and masculinities in the service of
patriarchal political order (Tickner 1992, 6).
These relationships of power and subordination work in what feminist
institutionalists call gendered institutions, “arena(s) in which widely disseminated
cultural images of gender are invented and reproduced” (Acker 1990, 140). Acker
refers to domestic settings instead of the multi-cultural and –national work
environments provided by international organizations such as the UN. Yet, socially
constructed binaries around gender appear to transcend cultural boundaries (Acker
1990, 145).
Over the last 10 years, scholars of feminist institutionalism have systematized these
theoretical assumptions into an analytical program situated within the new
institutionalism and designed for the study of both formal and informal institutions,
often defined as “the rules of the game in a society or (…) the humanely devised
constraints that shape human interaction” (North 1990, 3). In this context, the UN
Secretariat encompasses a range of formal institutions, for example written-down
policies and guidance, but also informal rules, norms and practices. Following
feminist institutionalism, gendered power relations are part of the UN across
“different institutional levels, ranging from the symbolic level to the ‘seemingly
trivial’ level of interpersonal day-to-day interaction, where the continuous
performance of gender takes place” (Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell 2010a, 580). How
gender is performed in the everyday encourages a qualitative, individual-level study,
which I will investigate via practices.
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Increasingly, feminist institutionalist research has also found its way into IR
literature, in particular through works on international organizations such as the EU,
the UN, and NATO. Here, scholars have demonstrated how analytically accounting
for the gendered nature of these institutions can help us understand unintended and
unimagined consequences of deeply political (implementation) processes (Haastrup
2018; Thomson 2018; Wright 2016; Wright and Guerrina 2016; Gizelis and Olsson
2015; Hurley 2018).
Building on this literature, I argue that understanding the UN as a gendered
institution can provide novel answers to persistent questions about continued
gender imbalance among senior leadership. In particular, I argue that we should look
towards how gendered institutions work in the everyday through considering
practices. Practices are patterned actions in social context (Leander 2008, 18).
Examining them at the micro level makes visible what sustains international
relations, for example power relations.
Feminist scholars consider gender itself a performance fed by often unconscious yet
influential and wide-ranging practices (Shepherd 2010, 4). In this, practices
conceptually combine reflective and reflexive qualities (Ralph and Gifkins 2017; Bode
and Karlsrud 2018). They are reflective in that actors performing practices
deliberately react to specific situations in recurring on what they perceive to be
appropriate knowledge (Bode 2018b). They are reflexive in actualizing forms of
“background knowledge” that actors are often not able to consciously draw from
(Pouliot 2008, 2016; Bueger and Gadinger 2015).
Considering how women leaders engage in both reflective and reflexive practices
allows me to study how notions of gender are produced, sustained, and challenged
within the UN at the micro level. In this, taking reflective and reflexive practices into
account speaks to and balances agency and structure questions that have
perennially been at the heart of various institutionalisms (Lovenduski 2015, ix;
Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell 2010a, 578, 582–83). Women leaders can reflectively
deliberate on their roles in the UN and how they are situated within gendered
hierarchies. But they are also exposed to and embedded within gendered
institutional structures, which leads them to build up reflexive, background
knowledge effectively sustaining gendered divisions. This echoes how Cohn’s
7

growing familiarity with the world and language of defense intellectuals lead to a
certain cooptation in terms of her language and, I would add, her practices:
(…) what had once been remarkable became unnoticeable. As I learned to speak,
my perspective changed. I no longer stood outside the impermeable wall of
technostrategic language, and once inside, I could no longer see it. Speaking the
language, I could no longer hear it. And once inside its protective walls, I began to
find it difficult to get out (Cohn 1987, 712–13).
In particular, I argue that reflective and reflexive practices on gender (subordination)
sustain, manifest, and inform themselves in relation to four interconnected
processes, which are inspired by early theoretical work on gendered institutions
(Acker 1990, 146–47; Scott 1986): positional divisions, symbols, everyday
interactions, and gendered components of identity. While not providing a complete
picture of how gender inequality is sustained at the UN, these four processes allow
me to trace practices within them at different levels.
First,

practices

constitute

gendered

positional

divisions

in

international

organizations, that is men occupying more positions of higher organizational power
or higher perceived organizational importance. Traditionally, IR distinguished
between so-called high politics, associated with ‘more important’ security concerns,
and low politics, associated with ‘less vital’ welfare concerns (see Haack 2014a, 48–
49). Attributing importance is often combined with gender subordination: ‘low
politics’ such as education or labor are regarded as appropriate issues for women to
deal with, while ‘high politics’ such as military and foreign policy are in turn
inappropriate (Paxton and Hughes 2017, 26–27). This leads to questions concerning
women’s authenticity as leaders in ‘high politics’ portfolios: “We are socialized into
believing that war and power politics are spheres of activity with which men have a
special affinity and that their voices in describing and prescribing for this world are
therefore more authentic” (Tickner 1992, 4–5; see also Koch and Fulton 2011; Burns
and Kattleman 2017; Cotter-Lockard 2017). Senior women leaders in the UN
Secretariat are often found in “portfolios that are considered gender appropriate,”
such as education, welfare and the environment (Haack 2014a, 48). Men have
exclusively occupied the major diplomatic or technical posts that the UN Secretariat
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offers – such as the UN Secretary-General, the Under-Secretary-General for Political
Affairs, and the Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping.
The 2016 appointment process for the UN Secretary-General illustrates these
gendered positional divides (Bode 2017). Calls for a female Secretary-General were
heard loud and clear, especially during the most transparent appointment process
ever for the UN. The 13 candidates featured seven highly qualified women, who
were voted on with the male candidates in six secret straw polls conducted by the 15
UN Security Council members, 14 of which were represented by men. Interestingly,
female candidates almost across the board ranked lower than their male
counterparts in the straw polls (Goetz 2016a). As Mogens Lykketoft, the UN General
Assembly president at the time, reflected in December 2016: “If anyone can handle
this seemingly impossible role at this point in time, it is António Guterres” (Holm and
Lykketoft 2017). Notwithstanding Guterres’ track record of significant relevant
expertise, practices surrounding proclamations of his ‘unique’ suitability for the
position underline and reproduce gendered positional divides at the very heart of
the UN.
Second, symbols may reinforce and sustain gendered divisions, for example the use
of particular language or linking certain leadership skills with constructed qualities of
masculinity such as “a tough-minded approach to problems; (…) a capacity to set
aside personal, emotional considerations in the interests of task accomplishment”
(Moss Kanter 1975, 43). Gendered images of masculinity and femininity become
embedded within organizational structures as “prototypical symbols” (Elshtain 1995,
6), constitutive of how women leaders perceive of themselves and are perceived of
by others. Pointers to these practices can be found in examining to what extent
portrayals of ‘successful’ women leaders are influenced by whether they behave in a
“gender-appropriate” manner (see Shepherd 2010, 12) or are perceived as
“masculinized” (e.g. Kawakami, White, and Langer 2000; Koch and Fulton 2011;
Burns and Kattleman 2017).
Third, one can identify everyday interactions that enact gendered divisions. This
everyday quality is an important component of practices. We should not expect
gender practices to manifest in ‘dramatic moments’ only, although the 2015
Secretary-General selection process provided an opportunity to do just that. But
9

practices function in mundane, everyday ways, which can make them hard to
analyze. Yet, it is precisely here that ‘acceptable’ and ‘inacceptable’ displays of
femininity and masculinity are negotiated (Zalewski 2010, 33).
Fourth, gender seeps into how women leaders understand and see themselves and
becomes part of practices associated with gendered components of individual
identity. The simple fact that gendered practices are constitutive of people’s
identities is what makes these constructions so powerful: “gender is something that
we do, or how we perform our identities in day-to-day life” (Steans 2013, 29). Yet,
people’s identities are inherently complex and plural, they are the products of
diverse socialization processes, manifesting themselves in different practices across
specific situations (Lahire 2011). This also acknowledges that gender is only one set
of hierarchical power relations that women leaders may be subject to. Women
leaders may therefore represent themselves and the gendered parts of their identity
in various different ways (Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah 2016, 186) and in that
conform or confound conventional gender practices.
In summary, I argued that understanding practices at the UN as a gendered
institution allows us to analyze how gender inequality affects women leadership in
the UN Secretariat. Based on work by feminist institutionalist scholars Acker and
Scott, I argue that gender practices manifest themselves in four inter-connected
processes: gendered positional divisions, symbols and imagery, everyday
interactions, and gendered components of individual identity. In focusing on
practices contained in these processes, we can visualize how gender inequality
maintains itself in organizational settings. To get to these practices, I suggest
engaging in an interpretive, narrative analysis of interviews with women leaders.

Gender practices at the UN: A narrative methodology
Accessing practices presents theorists with empirical challenges as they rarely
become visible via established qualitative methods such as document analysis alone
(e.g. Bueger 2014). I argue that we can render such practices visible through
studying the experiences of women leaders at the UN Secretariat as narratives. The
narratives of individual women leaders in their places of work can speak to the
“interplay of personal, local, national, and international dynamics” (Enloe 2010, xvii),
10

while maintaining the specificity and particularity of women leaders’ experiences
(Steans 2013, 26).
Narratives have long occupied a prominent place in feminist IR (Enloe 2014;
Shepherd 2013; Sylvester 2013; Wibben 2011). The narrative is a particular form of
practice that is intimately connected to human ways of sense-, meaning- and
ultimately knowledge-making (Wibben 2011, 100; Suganami 1999a, 381; Bode 2015,
47). Following Suganami’s definition: “stories or narratives are an instrument of
comprehension (…) by means of which we express our understanding of a given set
of events and/or acts, (…) to ourselves and to others, thereby necessarily producing
an explanation of it” (1999b, 344). Narratives therefore allow us to access how
actors make sense of their realities through narrating and how they figure
themselves as characters in their stories.
Studying gendered practices in the UN system as they emerge in women leaders’
narratives also avoids portraying these practices in oversimplified and generalized
categories. Instead, both women’s experiences and how they make gendered
practices visible are analyzed with nuance (Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah 2016,
173). My interpretive methodology is explicitly inspired by Harel-Shalev and DaphnaTekoah’s (2016) work on narrative. Therefore, I do not aim to develop generalisable
answers to the empirical puzzle I identified, but rather to provide nuanced
understandings of practices sustaining this puzzle. I do this by mapping how
individual women leaders experience gendered practices in their day-to-day lives
and what kind of effect they appear to have on women exercising leadership
functions.
The article approaches these narratives using transcripts from five semi-structured
interviews with senior women leaders I conducted in March-April 2014.2 At the time,
all interviewees served in senior leadership positions at the UN Secretariat.3 They
represent a variety of core UN issue-areas and vary in their nationalities4 and career

2 Interviews were between 45 minutes and 1 hour in length.
3I

approached all ten New York-based senior women leaders in office at the time of the interviews
and five women responded positively.
4 The five interviewees have five different nationalities, while a majority are women of the Global
South.
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trajectories. Some interviewees have spent their entire career in the UN system5
while others entered a senior level UN position after careers in domestic politics or
in the foreign service of their countries. Interviewees were for the most part in the
same age group, meaning that they started their professional careers in the 1970s.
They therefore belonged to roughly the same generation of women which may have
had an effect on how they perceived of leadership and their roles therein (see Billing
2011, 313).
Consent was obtained to use the interview material according to the Chatham House
Rule.6 Therefore, for the purpose of the article, I assign first-person pseudonyms to
my interviewees (Ane, Karabo, Rin, Sia, and Vaneet), 7 while not disclosing their
institutional affiliations. Interviews included a common set of questions, opening
with “Please tell me what inspired you to work for the UN?” This was succeeded by
open-ended questions about their leadership experiences asking them to reflect
both on their identity as ‘women leaders’ or ‘leaders.’ 8 I used more specific
questions to clarify particular aspects raised by the interviewees. Each interview
closed with “What would be your piece of advice for future women leaders in the
UN?” As the interviewees sometimes combined career trajectories outside and
inside the UN system, some of their remarks refer not only to the UN system.
In handling the transcripts, I did not follow an explicit coding mechanism. Instead, I
identified patterns in and across the transcripts that corresponded to practices
according to the four analytical processes I stipulated as essential for analyzing the

5 While

the focus of this study is the UN Secretariat, interviewees often reflected on their leadership
experiences in specialised agencies and programmes across the UN system.
6 The Chatham House Rule allows using verbatim quotes in published works but without identifying
the source. When preparing the manuscript for publication, I got back in touch with my interviewees
on this matter. Unfortunately, I could only correspond with one out of five interviewees as the four
other interviewees retired in the meantime and do not have publicly available email addresses. In
preparing this manuscript, I have taken great care to ensure that interviewee’ backgrounds cannot be
implicitly or explicitly read from the excerpts included.
7 I used first-name pseudonyms rather than numbers because the latter encourages more distance to
the interviewees as individuals and to their subjectivities. For me, the point and benefit of narrative
analysis is to reduce that distance. I purposely chose first names associated with the Global South
ethnicities/nationalities to reflect this heritage and retain its presence, while maintaining anonymity.
Using first names associated firmly with the Global North would skew this perception.
8 The questions posed included the following: ‘What were your experiences as a women leader in the
UN and other professional environments you worked in. Did these change over time?’; ‘Who or what
inspired you to take on leadership roles? How would you characterize your leadership style? What
achievements are you most proud of?’
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UN Secretariat as a gendered institution: positional divisions, symbols, everyday
interactions, and gendered components of identity. My goal for presenting this
model is not replicability. Following an interpretive understanding, any method “(…)
will likely yield different results in the hands of different theorists” (Ackerly, Stern,
and True 2006, 7) as the very nature of the social world is unstable and researchers
are not simply interchangeable in how they approach a research project (SchwartzShea and Yanow 2012, 92–95). While I posit that my framework provide useful
insights for the purposes of studying barriers to women leadership in gendered
institutions such as the UN, my application of this framework is, as I think any
application will be, highly contextual.
In analyzing interview transcripts, this article values reflexivity: I constantly
reconsider my interpretations and acknowledge that they are not meant to be
authoritative. I will therefore include lengthy quotes from my transcripts to leave
room for other interpretations (Harel-Shalev and Daphna-Tekoah 2016, 179). The
transcripts represent rich texts that are open to various readings. It is likewise
important to acknowledge the open-endedness of the texts, echoed by the narrative
form: a narrative always implies interpretation, neither the author nor the scholar, in
my case, have full control of the narrative (Bode 2015, 47–49). This lack of
generalizability is intentional and not read as a problem but as an opportunity:
narrative analysis opens up possibilities for studying gender in the UN system
through the multitude of experiences of women leaders. In presenting my narrative
analysis, I do not look for one ‘correct’ version of social reality, but for “various
experiences or viewpoints (…) in order to understand nuances more fully” (SchwartzShea and Yanow 2012, 105). My five interviewees are therefore only an indication of
that multitude.

Practicing gender inequality: The narratives of women leaders
The following section interprets the interviewees’ scripts as narratives, uncovering
practices across the four interconnected processes sustaining gender inequality in
the UN Secretariat. I will use these processes as structuring devices throughout the
section although they often overlap. This is to be expected, as the gendering of
institutions is a constitutive process. As such, studying gendered institutions does not
13

assume causal patterns in time but instead asks how they are constituted. Practices
sustain and inform the four gendered processes identified above – and these
practices become accessible through narratives. These relationships are precisely
what make it hard to keep the categories distinct as they interact and co-constitute
each other.

Gendered positional divisions: Entering ‘a men’s world’
All interviewees shared a sense of entering ‘a men’s world’ in their professional
careers. It did not matter if they traversed domestic career trajectories, started off in
the UN system, or took senior leadership positions in the UN. They offered varied
experiences when asked whether this has changed throughout their careers.
Interestingly, women who remained in the UN system for the duration of their
careers reached more positive conclusions than women who were appointed to
senior positions coming from other fields. I will illustrate this point with two
narrative quotes. First, consider Rin’s comparison of the UN at the beginning of her
career and at the time of the interview:
When I first joined, it was completely a men’s world, completely. I remember, at
some point, I was the minute-taker. Sometimes I would follow the big bosses to
the senior management group meetings of the SG (Secretary-General) in the big
boardrooms. And I would sit behind and take notes. Even taking notes behind I
felt intimidated, because it was all men, in a big boardroom with heavy leather
chairs, very intimidating. You had the occasional woman, occasional woman. But
today (…) just with your eyes, you go around the table, I would say at any point in
time, it’s probably close to 50-50. (…) And the dynamics around the table when
you have almost half like that, it achieves the concept of minimum critical mass.
There’s no point of having the focus on one or two because I think either you are
intimidated or if you say anything at all, you are seen to be endorsing what
everybody else says. But if you are the minimum critical mass, and I would say
that’s 30-40%, then suddenly, I am not afraid to speak out. I am not afraid to
speak out, (…) I don’t care who is in the room.
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Rin provides an illuminating comparison between two different time periods in the
UN Secretariat. Her account also underlines many further observations of interest
when considering gendered positional divides. At the beginning of her career, Rin
quite literally took the back seat; her entire purpose of participating in the meetings
she recounts was for note taking. Combined with her description of the intimidating
atmosphere created by the particular boardroom setting, this illustrates how
positional divides and the ‘men’s space’ manifest in practices.
For her, this atmosphere changed with more women on the table. She felt that the
sheer presence of more women in positions of authority had a direct effect on what
is considered ‘appropriate’ behavior for women. Rin draws on the notion of
minimum critical mass, a prominent concept in scholarship: women leaders are
expected to make a difference only when a minimum critical mass, usually one-third,
is reached (e.g. Moss Kanter 1975; Dahlerup 1988). As Rin begins to see herself as a
‘normal’ participant in high-level meetings, her positionality changes and she is able
to challenge gendered positional divides. Rin’s account therefore mirrors changes in
practices constituting gender constructions in line with the expectations of the
scholarly literature on minimum critical mass.
Ane, who entered the UN system at a senior level, presents a different perspective:
Oh, I must say that the UN is even more male-dominated as a workspace. And I
was privileged to be taken in at a higher position, as a D-2 level. But all other
directors in my organization were men. So, it was a very male-dominated
environment and gender sensitivity, the status of women, was basically lip
service. And I remember, we were being asked to appoint gender focal points. So,
every organization has a gender focal point at that time. It wasn’t something that
was felt as a compelling duty of the senior managers to do something about it.
(…) They always found a reason for why there should be no gender balance first of
all in recruiting, then retaining and promoting. This was the kind of atmosphere
that had been there before; it is changing, but not enough.
Ane’s experiences speak of the continued presence of gendered positional
differences in the UN Secretariat. In addition, she observes that senior-level staff
perceived reaching gender balance as an add-on, almost bordering on a nuisance,
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but certainly a low priority. This echoes how ensuring that women are recruited and
maintained in senior leadership positions may be perceived by certain actors in the
UN as “tokenistic, empty gestures that are additive as opposed to transformative”
(Pruitt 2016, 3).
It also indicates how the UN Secretariat’s bureaucratic nature (see Barnett and
Finnemore 2004) and functioning may contravene overt normative practices
towards fostering gender balance, especially when these conflict with procedural
standards, such as efficiency and effectiveness associated with, for example, filling
positions quickly (see also section on gendered components of identity). Combined
with the idea of tokenism, such thoughts may also be based on the “merit myth,” i.e.
that gender quotas will allow less ‘qualified’ women to advance.9 However, studies
on gender quotas demonstrate the contrary: women elected as Members of
Parliament for the British Labour party, for example, are no less and often more
experienced than their male counterparts (Nugent and Krook 2016). Interestingly,
Besley et al even show that gender quotas “had an immediate effect on the
competence of male leaders by triggering a wave of resignations of mediocre
leaders” (2017, 2242).
Returning to Ane’s narrative, her switch from “we” to “they” in recounting her story
is insightful: she speaks of “we” when mentioning how her organization was
approached to appoint a gender focal point. She then moves to “they,” distancing
herself from the group of “senior managers” that she was still part of as a Director.
This indicates how being the only woman leader in her organization ultimately
affected her sense of belonging.
We can see here how the interviewees’ responses indicate diverse practical ways of
entering ‘a men’s world’. While Rin’s experience speaks of marginalization and
intimidation, Vaneet describes this as challenging but also empowering:
My personal experience, and this is very, very, personal is – when I started out,
very young, I had to work a lot, a lot, a lot with men (…) I had to adjust my mind a
little bit to the way they work. And I did. At the same time, I thought, “I don’t
want to be the only one, I am going to do something so that women are here.”

9 I want to thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this point and these studies.
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That’s why probably I am here. And I think if we do an analysis of what is
happening in the UN system, what is happening in the private sector, what is
happening in the political sector, what is happening in trade unions, by the way –
you find more or less, obviously we cannot homogenize across the different
countries, but there is a pattern, there is a trend. Obviously, we have more
advancement in one than in the others, but you can see that the glass ceiling is
always there.
Vaneet therefore narrates how working in ‘a men’s world’ and experiencing
positional divides inspired her to pursue leadership positions in the first place. She
underlined this further at a different stage of her interview: “I didn’t come from the
feminism movement. It’s not that I am not a feminist, but I was not involved in this
type of activities, formally. I was an international lawyer, a company lawyer. But I
realized that ‘No, enough is enough.’” It is interesting to see that Vaneet, as an
outsider coming into the UN system, finds its gendered positional divides and the
practices sustaining them comparable to that of other sectors. This supports why it
makes sense to analyze the UN Secretariat as a gendered institution,
notwithstanding its explicit normative commitments.
Finally, another part of Vaneet’s narrative provides an instructive comment on
hierarchies in topics of organizational importance at the UN Secretariat. This
illustrates the continued replication of ‘high versus low politics’ in the world
organization:
When we talk about women, people think that it’s a very low area of thematic
work. (…) You see (this divide) still in the UN system, you want to talk about
gender equality and women’s empowerment; people look at you a bit ‘meh.’ But
if you say, I have done a survey on electoral systems and conflicts in different
countries, people look at your differently.
In sum, the women’s narratives point to practices sustaining gendered positional
divisions in the UN Secretariat that confirm expectations of gender inequality and
subordination. There is also evidence of a continued hierarchical division of high and
low politics, with adverse effects on gender balance. Still, the narratives offer
different perspectives on whether the UN Secretariat has changed for the better.
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Looking back at her own UN career, Rin concluded that since having reached
minimum critical mass in senior management meetings, their atmosphere has
changed substantially. But this may also be an effect of her growing seniority in the
system. To fully contextualize this assessment of a senior woman leader, one would
need to ask more junior female employees about their perspectives.10

Gendered symbols: Women and the ‘field’ in the United Nations
The ‘field’ emerged as an important symbol structuring gendered hierarchies in the
UN Secretariat. In UN terminology, ‘in the field’ is used to describe the organization’s
operational activities in host countries. It is a powerful image that, for many UN
staff, represents the epitome of the organization’s work. This is encapsulated in
Karabo’s narrative when speaking about colleagues reluctant to go into the field:
Very often, people come to me, and they say, you know, “I want to work for the
UN,” (…) but either they are scared or they’re reluctant, or for whatever reason,
they say, “I got to be in NY, I got to be in Geneva, or in Vienna or something.” So
then, I think, that’s not the UN. I know that there are very brilliant people who
are in legal work and do the normative work (…) and that’s fine. But for everyone
who is doing anything outside of that, whether you are a human rights officer, a
political officer, (or) a civil officer. You are working for the UN (and) it is about
this entire global community.
While all interviewees agreed on the status field experience occupies within the UN
as a work environment, they come to different conclusions when connecting this to
women leaders. Here, it is important to note that the field emerged as a shared
symbol across the interviews without prompting from my side. This indicates that
the interviewees pointed to an implicit challenge when reflecting on women, field
experience, and promotion in the UN system. Two basic evaluations come out of
their narratives: they either consider field experience a challenge for women leaders,
often combined with evoking particular constructions of ‘feminine’ objectives in

10

I want to thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing my attention to this point.
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balancing career and family life,11 or they do not to consider this as a challenge
specific to women.
Compare Rin’s narrative:
I spent ten years in Africa, six years in Zambia, four years in Kenya at a time when
a lot of young women (…) find it very difficult to go to the field, especially if they
are married with children, because husbands have their careers as well. So, that’s
still a problem with us today. And often they get shortchanged, because they are
not able to move the way men do and thus build up credibility among themselves
and promotion becomes a normal expectation. Because the nature of our work is,
your credibility comes very much from knowing what is going on in the field. And
women, unfortunately, they are shortchanged (…), because of tradition, they are
not able to go. And then it’s constantly a struggle to stay in New York because
people look at you in a different way: “You are not credible.” Or “why did you
pick this field?” (…) I feel very, very… My heart really goes out for these women
that are smart, they can’t go, yet they like the UN, they want to remain here. And
then their credibility is always tested, always tested. Whether it comes to
deploying them, to putting them on a particular post, on a career track, on a
promotion track.
Here, going to the field clearly comes out as the symbolic marker of promotion and
credibility within the UN system. Likewise, Rin portrays field experience as
something many women are struggling with because of gendered hierarchies. She
makes this explicit when mentioning ‘husbands’ careers’ and also when drawing
attention to ‘tradition’ as a factor that may constrain women in gaining field
experience. It becomes clear how “unequal career progression (is) based on the
deep-seated gendered bias” (Shinozaki 2014, 528) towards the career of the
husband.
As Rin has gathered significant field experience, she exempts herself from the group
of women for whom going to the field is difficult. Yet, in drawing attention to field
experience as a persistent ‘problem’ for many young women, Rin also contributes to

11

I will revisit work-life balance in the subsequent section on everyday interactions enacting
gendered divisions.
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affirming a particular construction of women as not wanting to or/and not able to go
to the field as much as men. Interestingly, neither her career trajectory nor those of
the other interviewees capture this. All five senior female leaders I talked to had
field experience and combined their work with family life. This reflects the complex
functioning of gendered symbols and the hierarchies they sustain: women leaders
are confronted with them, find strategies to deal with them, but still identify field
experience as ‘problematic’ for women. It also demonstrates how reflectiveness and
reflexivity can interact in women leaders’ practices: Rin not only expressly reflects on
her own career trajectory integrating field experience but also shows the working of
background knowledge acquired within the UN’s gendered organizational context
when talking about other women.
Ane’s account is somewhat complementary to this narrative. But her explicit use of
“we” in the following quote clearly implies that she considers herself as part of a
group of women with field experience who have disproved gender roles:
There are many instances where you associate women with certain kind of jobs,
that kind of men’s space, certain positions should be for men. I think we broke
that, we broke that and over the years, women officers have done very well,
disproved these gender roles. We can’t do hard postings – we have done hard
postings. We can’t do high-pressure work – we have done them.
Ane also identifies necessary policy responses to diversify women’s choices:
How do they accommodate their family concerns? This is particularly important in
the field. There are some very courageous women who are going to Niger, who
are going to Cote d’Ivoire. (…) Now we have one of our colleagues, who was very
happily ensconced here, but she chose to go on a very difficult mission to Niger.
So, there are young women who are going out there, but as you grow older, as
you have responsibilities for a family and women have the care-burden, they feel
themselves more responsible. How do you accommodate all of that? I think it’s
not enough to look at the policies of recruitment and promotion but also at the
policies relating to (…) retention. (…) At the present rate, we are years and
decades away from parity.
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By pointing out examples of women intent on going to the field, Ane underlines that
this part of the UN system’s work environment does not have to be a ‘necessary’
challenge for (especially young) women. Yet, she also qualifies her description in
characterizing family responsibilities and the care-burden as part of women’s lived
experiences at a later stage of their lives.
Ane’s observations on field experience point to interesting dynamics regarding
spatial mobility, gender, and the family. Unfortunately, these connections have only
received little scholarly attention: research on spatial mobility of highly-skilled
professionals often concentrates on single (male or female) professionals or only
covers particular employment sectors (Shinozaki 2014, 528). In the context of
academia, for example, Ackers’ study demonstrates that the spatial mobility of
female scientists drops due to childbearing and child-rearing (2005). Yet, the UN
represents a significantly different work environment that has to be accounted for.
Nowicka’s study on the concept of ‘home’ among transnational UN professionals
provides a characteristic description of this context. Talking about her interviewees,
she summarizes:
Due to the character of their work, they travelled or lived in the so-called
developing or transition countries. As a result of specific employment conditions
in the international organization, many swap assignments every three to five
years, and this, in turn, often means a change in place of residence. (…) ‘Grabbing
the chance’ is part of this general life plan. (…) The interviewees assume that
discontinuity, such as a change of job or residence, is an integral part of a
person’s biography. The institutional structure of the international organization
enforces this way of designing one’s life.
This provides an excellent representation of the UN as a work environment – and the
particular challenges attached to an environment that considers such high mobility
as ‘normal’ and necessary in order to advance. Interestingly, this environment and
its associated workloads privileges either the single, unattached male/female or
means that all employees “need a wife” or a supportive partner as a “professional
asset,” allowing them to pursue demanding full time jobs while still enjoying family
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life (Crabb 2015, 4).12 It therefore presents challenges to subordinated femininities
and masculinities and circulates a heroic narrative centered around courageous and
autonomous and independent masculinity (see Tickner 1992, 6).
Vaneet’s narrative identifies another layer of practices in this mix, while echoing
some of the previous statements and assessments:
We have to realize that the UN is very particular. We are talking about living in
many different countries where in many countries you cannot take your family.
No family duty station. (…) If you go to Afghanistan, if you go to Iraq, I think it’s
hard. And I see this (…) in many other paths of life where women are probably
not so much willing to shift to a professional role with a very important difficulty
on the family role. Is it because they don’t want to? Yes, it is because they don’t
want to. Is it because the culture and the structure of the society make it more
difficult for them? Yes indeed. Both things. I could not say it’s only the culture
and the structure. We like to have a balanced life, we try to do both as much as
we can. I think it’s something also, part of our core way of being. (…) To get up
within the UN system, you would need to be able to go to places that are not so
good for women. (…) If you are going to do the career inside the UN system, you
need to have field experience, definitely, independent of what is your area of
work. You cannot avoid places where it is difficult to bring your family.
Vaneet connects potential challenges related to field experience directly to an
‘essentialist’ conception of femininity: in mentioning ‘our core way of being’ as well
as ‘vulnerabilities’ of women (“places that are not so good for women”), her
narrative shows tendencies of representing “’women’ as an undifferentiated
category across time, class, race, and culture” (Tickner 2001, 15). Vaneet’s narrative
therefore speaks of masculinized practices within ‘the field’ where women do not
really have a place, not only because work-family balance is assumed to be more
important in the lived experience of women but also because it is not ‘safe’ or
‘appropriate’. This echoes literature on women and security: as conflict zones are
constructed as gendered, “masculine spaces” that are unsuitable for women,
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women peacekeepers, for example, tend to be deployed to “least risky missions”
(Karim and Beardsley 2013, 469–70; see also Goldstein 2006).13
Finally, Karabo’s narrative provides a different perspective as she does not consider
fieldwork a challenge for women in the UN system:
What was it like to have the career? I always felt that it was smooth. For me, I
don’t know, maybe it is part of an attitude. I counsel a lot of young people
because I feel: “You can all do it.” And, I was married (…), I had two children. So,
you know, I always tell people: “It is possible. It’s possible to be married, it’s
possible to have a family. It’s possible to do the field work, my children loved it.”
So, it’s possible. And, of course, there are sometimes individual problems or
constraints that people have.
Karabo is the only interviewee to make an explicit connection between her own
experiences as senior woman leader in the UN system and those of other female
staff. Still, and while more implicitly, the assumption that women are more
concerned with the work-family balance than men continues here. The continuous
presence of the work-family balance as an implicit or explicit issue in all interviewee
narratives speaks of its symbolic status within practices sustaining gender divisions in
the UN system. This should not be very surprising as the UN Secretariat is a social
work environment like any other and therefore subject to similar pervasive notions
of gender as a social practice.14
In sum, the narratives have identified the field as a clearly gendered symbol around
which practices manifest themselves in the UN Secretariat. The field rests on
gendered hierarchies and divisions as it privileges a certain type of masculinity for
advancement and promotion in the UN system and likewise draws attention to an
array of additional gendered subordinations in relation to spatial mobility and family
life. The interviewees display varied ways of engaging reflectively and reflexively
with the field in their narratives: by distancing themselves and their career
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trajectories from the experiences of other women in the UN system or by bringing
those experiences into line with their own.

Enacting gender divisions in the everyday: The importance of networking and the
elusive work-life balance
As most of the interviewees reflected on their career trajectories in the course of the
interview, getting to everyday interactions and the practices therein was difficult.
However, some of these reflections contained elements of everyday practice
indicative of the ‘typical’ situations they encountered throughout their careers. As
the title of this section implies, two themes appeared often across interviews: worklife balance and networking. Again, the interviewees presented diverging
perspectives, largely dependent on whether they perceived the greater value they
placed on their work-life/family balance as a gendered component of their individual
identities or not.
Sia connects the value placed on work-life/family balance to overall social
expectations tied to women pursuing careers:
A common challenge I had faced in all positions of leadership was how to balance
career and family. (…) No matter how important your work is, it is still your
responsibility to make sure that your children have food on the table, get them
into the right and best school, make sure they do their homework, follow their
progress in school. Your family will always require your attention. (…) Your
children see you as mum and your husband sees you as his wife. Period. That
means taking their phone calls even in the middle of important meetings,
wherever you are in the world. Always having to work the double shift and trying
to balance the scale in a way that neither suffers can be very difficult. I cannot
tell how many times my husband has called me at some ungodly hour to tell me
he did not like the food that had been given to him (…). Or my son calling me
crying on the phone to tell me that his school sport t-shirt was not the right color
or his father had refused to attend his school drama performance. This can be
extremely trying for a woman. The reality is that as women there are specific
tasks, which we inherited from our mothers that we are expected do as women
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despite being working mothers. I think we are yet to arrive at a place and time
where we can share responsibility for the family.
Based on Sia’s narrative, it is easy to imagine how different expectations people in
her life place on her have influenced her career. Her mention of “taking their phone
calls in the middle of important meetings” acknowledges that this departs from
‘established’ practices in a professional setting and may have lead to negative
reactions in the past. Her portrayal of “specific tasks, which we inherited from our
mothers” is clearly shaped by gendered components of her individual identity as a
mother and a wife.
Sia describes what has been called the “second shift” (Hochschild 2012), the
gendered nature of primary care responsibilities and their adverse effects on
workplace equality. Hochschild’s finding that the “unpaid work of childcare and
housework is mostly performed by women” continues to find support in recent
studies as “(…) women still face fewer opportunities for work involvement, pay, and
public life” (Blair-Loy et al. 2015, 436, 439).
Other narratives also highlight how this double burden enacts gendered divisions in
the everyday. Ane notes:
There was a time when one of my bosses said to me: “You go away at lunch time
and take your daughter for swimming. And then you are always concerned (with
these responsibilities).” So I told him: “Look, as long as I am doing my work, you
have no problems with my work.” And he would swear by me otherwise. “This is
something I have to do, this is part of my work-life balance. I have a certain duty
towards my daughter.” (…) Sometimes I found that they were not so used to
having as many women around who had family responsibilities. (…) I used to be
very self-conscious about people, not saying that I was taking time off from work,
unauthorized time, for anything personal.
Ane’s articulates her “self-consciousness” around how her role as a mother may be
seen to interfere with her work. Again, this points to the presence of strong,
established practices of work taking priority over everything else – and how this may
be encountered as a challenge for women leaders at the UN Secretariat. These
descriptions are obviously full of particular constructions of femininity and
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masculinity. In Ane’s observations, work-family balance is only perceived as a
‘problem’ for women, i.e. the story implies that this was not an issue before women
occupied senior positions meaning that men are not seen to have these family
responsibilities. This supports my previous argument about how a particular version
of masculinity has come to constitute the “normal” employee in the UN Secretariat.

Moving on to a second theme, networking is portrayed as another set of everyday
practices structured around gender divisions in the UN Secretariat. This is apparent
in Vaneet’s narrative:
Networks are critical. (…) But women have not been part in many cases of
networks of top leadership positions. (…) There is an informal setting that nobody
will tell you that it’s there. And you need to cope with that and you need to be
able to manage that. (…) They are not created to go against women, not at all.
It’s just the networks that are there and the members that were there were
mainly men. And they articulate surrounding around what their preferences are.
And sometimes these are not our preferences. (…) And this is something nobody
is going to tell you and you have to discover yourself, what is not in the book.
The presence of everyday networking practices as summarized by Vaneet speaks of
assumed gendered divisions structuring them, for example assumed diverging
preferences between men and women that sustain networks. She also brings
networks’ male-dominated character back to positional differences. In other words,
because there are fewer women in leadership positions, networks remain mostly
male. This is an apt illustration for how the different institutional processes
sustaining particular constructions of gender in the UN system may inter-connect.
Also, these impressions are not specific to the UN as an organizational environment:
there is considerable literature in the social sciences outlining how “male support
systems” (Bagilhole and Goode 2001, 162) of the type Vaneet describes “(can)
provide challenges for women’s incorporation into organizations, their career
advancement, and their opportunities to influence” (Barnes and Beaulieu 2017, 462;
see also O’Brien 2015).
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Vaneet addresses networking practices as something women have to ‘manage’ or
‘cope with,’ implying that if women want to become leaders, they just have to adapt.
This is another point where diverging approaches between interviewed women
leaders come out. Talking about networking, Ane remarked:
For example, I don’t drink. I don’t drink alcohol and yes, sometimes, it’s a
disadvantage that I can’t sit down with guys and drink them under the table, kind
of bond at the bar. But, these are things that you do in different ways, you relate
on different plains. You don’t necessarily have to follow the traditional ways of
networking and diplomacy.
Ane does not think it is necessary for women to ‘conform’ to existing everyday
interactions along gender lines in the form of networking practices in order to
advance in the UN system. Instead, she considers other possibilities, challenging
established, ‘traditional’ ways of doing things – especially in the UN as a
multicultural environment. We see how particular types of networking may not only
challenge the gendered part of Ane’s identity but also others that are related to
culture, religion or even health. I will return to these other, intersectional aspects in
the next section.
In sum, everyday interactions surrounding networking and work-life/family balance
sustain gendered divisions in the UN system. The narratives demonstrate different
ways of navigating these constraints and underline encounters with a particular
construction of hegemonic masculinity as the ‘normal’ employee, especially in terms
of the ‘double burden.’

Gendered components of plural identities
As the last section demonstrated, gendered components of individual identity clearly
come into the practices of everyday interactions enacting gender divisions. This
demonstrates that these processes are interconnected. Again, the narratives contain
considerable diversity in how interviewees understand and portray their identities.
While some interviewees reflected on non-gender parts of their identity, bringing
me to the issue of intersectionality, many framed other parts of their identities in
gendered terms. Yet, cultural differences played some role in their narratives, as
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Ane’s example in the last section demonstrated. Consider Karabo’s account in this
context:
In Afghanistan, I travelled for miles, sat down with tribal chiefs and drank tea
with them. And you know, very often, people ask: “Was it difficult as a woman?”
And, you know what, never. Never, never, never. And again, I think it’s how you
project yourself. For example, case in point, in Afghanistan, I never covered my
hair. But I saw a lot of Western women who felt that they had to cover their hair.
But, now of course it may be different with the influence of the Taliban in so
many areas. (...) I never ever had a problem that they didn’t receive me or that
they felt that it was disrespectful. So sometimes, we make assumptions. But I
think it’s being comfortable with yourself.
Karabo explicitly refers to how assumptions made about gendered components of
women’s identity, especially accepted among ‘Western women,’ are detrimental to
how women fill out their roles in ‘the field.’ Her narrative can be read as an attempt
to counter these assumptions and their tied-in practices, thereby enacting a set of
diverging practices.
Sia notes how cultural, social and gendered parts of her identity interacted in
shaping her incentive to considering leadership roles:
My mother was probably my greatest inspiration. I grew up in a (…) Muslim home
and experienced discrimination on the basis of my gender from early childhood
all through adulthood. As a young girl going up in this environment I became
keenly aware of how differently girls and boys were treated. Whereas I was made
to feel like a second-class citizen and a burden to my family, boys were treasured
and desired, and expected to behave like the head of the family.
Other accounts refer to conflicts between different parts of identity. For Rin,
gendered components of her identity as a woman in support of affirmative action
interfered with other components of her identity as a senior manager. In talking
about former Secretary-General Ban’s commitment to increasing the number of
women in senior leadership positions she notes:
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And I really have to give credit to this SG (Secretary-General) for consciously
making it happen. You know we send up candidates for people we interview, for
high-level positions here, for D-2 and above, and if I don’t have a woman
amongst the group, he rejects the whole file. So, if I don’t find anybody, fine, readvertise and go back again. And that’s the way to do it, there is no half-way to
do it. (…) I get very mad, because I want the person on board quickly, but that’s
the way it is here now. And it’s the same in a lot of funds and programmes, but
the Secretariat is a sea change.
This excerpt draws attention to the plural nature of individual identity and how it
may manifest itself in reflectively performing diverging practices depending on the
situation.
Adding another angle to this discussion, some interviewees’ transcript, such as
Vaneet’s, are full of references to “we” and “us”, reflecting a shared sense of women
as a group. During the interview, she used this often to create a sense of ‘we are in
the same boat, this is something we share,’ and I felt that my positionality as a
female researcher influenced the atmosphere and content of the interviews I
conducted.15 Conducting interviews is, of course, always concerned with establishing
a conversational context with another human being. But given the particular
substantive topic of women leadership, all interviewees in more or less direct ways
appealed to the gendered component of my identity.
In sum, how narratives speak of gendered components of their identity provides us
with access to another layer of practices sustaining gender divisions in the UN
Secretariat in a very personal form. Narratives show the complex processes of
interaction and sometimes conflict between the varied components of women
leaders’ individual identities, integrating culture, organizational roles, family
socialization and the like, while gender consistently comes out as an important
marker. Once again, we also see the presence of reflectiveness and reflexivity in
women’s practices: they are embedded within the gendered organizational culture
of the UN as background knowledge and also deliberately reflect on changing it.
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at universities, no?”
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Conclusion
Starting from the empirical puzzle that senior leadership positions in the UN system
continue to be dominated by men despite the UN’s overt commitment to reaching
gender parity, I suggested using feminist institutionalism to analyze how gender
constructions sustain continued gender imbalance in practices. This allows us to
analytically approach the UN Secretariat as a gendered institution and to examine
practices constituting gendered divisions through qualitative methods at the microlevel, therefore making a contribution to the often-quantitative literature on
constraints to women leadership.
Based on early feminist institutionalist scholars, I argued that we can visualize how
gendering within the UN as an institution works through studying practices in four
inter-connected processes: gendered positional divisions, symbols, everyday
interactions, and gendered components of individual identity. Narrative analysis of
semi-structured interviews with senior women leaders offers the methodological
entry point to these practices. The study followed an interpretive design and
considered the narrative form as particularly suitable for this endeavor because it
acknowledges the multitude of perspectives sustaining gender constructions and
emphasizes that these are inherently open to interpretation. Further, I
contextualised the practices and the topics that emerged in my narrative analysis
with relevant academic literature. The analysis of five narratives provided us with
varied insights to the puzzle of lacking leadership of women in the UN and how
practices work to sustain gender inequality, thereby hindering gender parity
spanning all levels.
First, senior women leaders spoke of gendered positional divides, both in terms of
perceived gendered constructions of leadership behavior and a lack of attributed
importance to increasing gender parity in the UN Secretariat. At the organization’s
higher echelons, the UN therefore still appears as a men’s world. This may change
over time as data collected by UN Women shows: gender parity has been reached at
the lower pay scales P-1 and P2, and numbers from P3 to P-5 level show clear
improvements (UN General Assembly 2017c). But other barriers may still hamper
advancement: top leadership positions in the UN system are frequently political
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appointees, meaning that the UN Secretary-General has little immediate control
over career progression to key Under-Secretary-General posts, e.g. the UnderSecretary-General for Political Affairs.
Second, women’s field experience emerged as an important marker of promotion
that is clearly gendered in the sense that narratives identified it as a challenge for
aspiring women leaders to go to the field. A particular version of hegemonic
masculinity can be seen to emerge here, casting the ideal UN professional as strong,
independent, courageous and highly mobile. Analyzing this “heroic field ideal” in
further detail comes out as a particularly interesting path for further research,
especially in combination with mapping the experiences of women and their coping
strategies in the field, providing information that is currently lacking. The UN
provides some data on leadership positions in the field and the share of women
among the civilian staff of UN peacekeeping operations: at 22% and 28%, the
numbers remain far from gender parity (UN General Assembly 2017b, 2017a).
Third, in the everyday, practices sustaining gendered divisions manifested most
clearly in relation to networking and the work-life/family balance. Here, the “second
shift,” the gendered nature of primary care responsibilities, appeared in the
narratives as a hamper to gender balance at the workplace.
Finally, when reflecting on their identity, many interviewees highlighted gendered
aspects, detailing, how plural parts of their identity, that is their culture or their
organizational role, interact with each other – sometimes with adverse effects.
Therefore, analyzing women leaders’ narratives not only brought out gendered
practices in the UN system enacted by others, but also saw themselves act in
reflexive and reflective manners as performing agents in both sustaining and
challenging these practices.
Overall, my article demonstrates the viability of using narrative analysis in order to
get to practices. While I only worked with a small number of narratives, their
detailed analysis and reading provided interesting insights into practices sustaining
gender inequality and therefore hindering gender parity in the UN, but also many
avenues for further research. Similar fruitful narrative- and practice-based research
can be envisioned across different international organizations, including within the
UN system, in order to assess differences and similarities between them.
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The inherent quality of narratives as highly individualized portrayals of social
situations does not allow me to draw general conclusions. Indeed, closely engaging
with the narratives of senior women leaders also served to highlight a dearth of
systematic data on social aspects of the UN Secretariat’s internal employment
structure, such as the respective importance of work-life balance among UN
employees, the importance of networking, and the relevance of mentoring
programs. In order to provide a comprehensive overview of the workings of gender
inequality at the UN, more comparative data would need to be collected.
At the same time, and while this collection of data would be important, constitutive
models providing a detailed, micro perspective on the practices sustaining and
challenging gender inequality can provide a deep visualization of women leaders’
lived reality in international organizations. In doing this, my analysis re-introduced
substance and individuality into our knowledge about women leaders in the UN
bureaucracy.
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